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Tis CERISTIANIZATION GF TiO INITIATORY PATTERNS IN THE QRVAR-ODDS SAGA. 

Synopsis. The hero must have been a famous Viking once, and a follower of 

Odin. But in the Saga he appears to us as a good Christian. The combination 

of heathen and Christian elements leads to two curious episodes, both of 

which reveal the initiatory pattern. úne of them is in all the versions, 

the other one only in two manuscripts of the younger gersion, where Oddr 

is initiated twice. 

Both initiations take place in the middle of the saga, after his conversion 

to Christianity, so that we must understand him to undebgo them as a Chris- 

tian hero. But the transformation hag been very incomplete, with the 

result that they reveal absurdities. Odin still appears in them as the old, 

cunning master of initiation. But there is also a monster to be fought in 

each episode, and these monsters have been influenced by Christianity. 

in one story we meet a set of magicians and defenders of the heathen faith, 

who have taken on the part of the monster, in the other story there is = 

kind of devil figure. 

The Saga of yrvar-\ddr, son of Grimr lodinkinna and grandson of ietill 

hæng, consists of a whole string of adventures, only very loosely kept 

together by a frame story, It is not difficult to agree with Boer (1), 

that it must consist of different layers of a different age. The investi- 

gations of Boer result in a stemma, where we can see that there are two 

versions, of which the older one is represented by the manuseript S, and 

the younger one by the manascripts ABE. The manuscript K takes a more or 

less intermediary position, but belongs in the whole to the younger version. 

iio manuscript is directly dependent on another. After a thorough comparison 

Boer comes to the conclusion that neither of the two versions is very good 

and that both suffer from omissions. 

There is one episode that can also be found both in the Hervarar Saga and 

in Saxo Grammaticus (2)1 the famoua fight on Sámsey. ‘this makes it evident 

that at one tome Cddr must have been a very famous hero in Scandinavia. 

Boer thinka that it must be one of the oldest parts of the saga. It is 

curious that precisely this episode has been omitted in the oldest version. 

Also the journey to Bjarmaland - present in both versions - must be old, 

Throughout the whole of the two versions Oddr appeara to us as a typical 

Viking: with one or more companions he ia eternally roving about. 

It is significant that neither in the Hervarar Saga nor in Saxo the name 

of Odd's father is even mentioned. This would seem to stress the fact that 

really no family can claim him for their own, From Saxo it appears that 

Oddr originally belonged to Jadarr (3), where, according to the saga, the 

place of his foster-parents was. This is indirectly confirmed by Odd's 

death-song, the £fikveda, in its younger version - although ,



relatively young and interpolated at many places, it shows some independance - 
which mentiong Jadarr as the place where he got a fostr (4), but which 
does not mention Hrafnista. the place of Ketill and Grímr, at all. 
The direct result of this adoption was Odd's various adventures with 
giants, for which Grímr and Ketill were also famous. Here the Qrvar-Odds 
Saga must have been influenced by the Sagas of Ketill and Grimr, which 
precede it in the M manuscript (5). Boer thinks that this adoption must 
have taken place at a relatively eariy point, but this seems to me far 
from certain. I do not know whether or not this happened during the time 
of oral tradition. If 80, then at least the author of the Gríms Saga knew 
a vival tradition in which Cdér was not the son of Grímr. 
Zt:is useful to remember that during the time of the Landnáma Íslands 
there was another Ketill hæng (6). His son Hrafnýggaggumaðr was the first 
person to live on the farm Oddi and through a daughter he became the 

ancestor of one of the most influential families of Iceland: the Oddaverjar. 
Their homeland became a cultural and political centre of primary importance 
(7). We cannot te far wrong in assuming that the stories about the monster 
killers of Hrafnista were nubbured in this family, whose {alleged} fore- 
father was the first Netill neng. Famous Icelandic relatives of the Gdda- 

ver jar were Grettir Ásmundarson and Urmr Stérélfsson (8), wo both had a 

reputation as monster kiilers too. 

This family also boasted its descent from the Skjpldungar, the mythicai 

royal family of Denmark (9), about whom we alsc have some monster killing 
stories. It would appear then that they had a certain predilection for ‘ 

stories lize these, and it seems most likely vhat the ieda waa already 

extant in oral tradition, upon which they then expanded and which they 
embellished. One might even speculate upon the vossinility that by a trick 

of popular etymology they associated Odd's name with that of their home- 

stead Oddi, and that this was a stimulant to adopt him into the family. 

This will have taken place at a relatively late stage of oral tradition or 

perhaps even during its literary fixation. Probably also the monster 

killer episodes we are going to investigate, also came from them, either 

wholly or for the greater part. 

Huch as the dealings of Qrvar-Cádr are influenceé by those of his family 

(10), his story is much longer than theirs, and in it are some episodes 

that cannot be compared to anything that happened during their lifebime. 

This investigation will try te throw some light on two of them. We will 

make a-atart by pointing out that Oddr was known to be a Viking, whereas 

his grandfather and father were typical farmers. And in these episodes, 

one of which is in ali the versions, the other only in the manuscrivts AB 

of the younger version, Oddr meets Odin in his usual transparent disguise.
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The part that Odin usually Plays in the lives of warriors and kings is that 
of making them capable for their future task, and also in this case the : 
stories are clearly of an initiatory pattern, 

With most of the heroes of Viking sagas an initiation comes as nothing un- 
expected - although two initiations in one lifetime are absurd = but with 
Oddr it comes as a great surprise, due to the fact that he is a Christian, 

‘and we are even expected to believe him to be a good Christian. It is not 
clear in which time he should be located. At the end of 8 there is a state~ 
ment that Oddr, who lived to be three hundred years old, was born fifty 
years before Haraldr inn hárfagri, and thet he died when Óláfr Tryggvason 
had reigned three winters over Norway. But this ia faulty reckoning, and 
Boer considers it to be an interpolation (11). 

Anyway, most people will get the idea that Scandinavia still hed a long 

time to go before the arrival of Christianity, when Qrvar-Cddr was con- 

verted. Perhaps it would not have been unacceptable to us, if he had been 

baptized in the British archipelago as it bappened to some Vikings. But the 

story teller must have had higher aspirations than that. Oddr gets converted 

while being in the South of Europe, which had already been Christian for 

many centuries, and after his baptizement - in the younger version accompa- 

nied by a remarkable fights against the enemies of Christianity - he even 

makes a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, where he bathes in the river Jordan. 

Boer will be right in assuming (12) that some historical reminiacences 

about Sigurdar Sérsalafari must ‘have been put to use in this episode. 

His conversion had been foreshadowed by his scepsis towards heathendom 

during his youth, about which it had been-said that he "tridi á mátt sinn 

ok megin", and was á like Ketill hæng (13)-no adherent of the old gods. 

Therefore he had also been hostile towards the prophecy about his life 

from the old Volva. 

This last quotation is a not altogether uncommon statement, sometimes also 

to be met in more realistic sagas, but there also it does not really need to 

be taken seriously as an utterance of heathen atheism as has been done 

sometimes (14). It must be ascribed to the interpretatio Christiana: the 

Christian authors did not want their heroes to share the blame of heathenism. 

But they were well aware of the fact that they lived too long ago to be ' 

Christians by any chance. Therefore, in order not to make the anachronism 

too glaring they decided upon a compromise: their heroes were no Christians, 

but they already abstained from heathendom,-as they. in their superior wis- 

dom saw through its errors, 

But the Qrvar-Cdds Saga is not afraid of making a glaring anachronism in 
letting its hero make a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Yet it hopes to
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evade criticism by letting Oda's conversion take place in a region that had 
already been Christian for a long time. Ta a modern reader this makes the 
tale by no means more acceptable. Nor can we believe that Oddr is an 
exemplary Chrastian: being a Viking and fighting his enemies in a ruthless 
way is no problem to him, although he hað already before his conversion 

tried to introduce some ethics in his life: like his friend Hjálmarr he 
had sworn not to fight against women and children and not to eat raw 

meat (15). 

Initiation in the North is linked to the society of warriors, most often 

to the societies of Vixings. People must have felt tnat Odar, being such 

a typical Viking, could not do without it. 4s these initiations are the 

most usual environment for Cdin, the lord of the war societies, to appear, 

we also find him heres in the one episode he'calls himself Jólfr (horse= 

wolf, i.e. bear) and the other time Raudgrani (red horse) (16). Neither of 

these episodes are mentioned by the #fikveda. 

Eowever, the famous battle of Brávalia, in which Oddr took part, is comme- 

morated there (16a), whereas it does rot find any place in the Saga. ‘this 

battle took place most ostensibly under the auspices of ödin, It dces 

not seem improbable that it was deliberately suppreased as representing 

amnon-christian tradition - independent and authertic - that makes it 

clear that the priginal Qrvar-Oddr was an adrerent of Odin too. 

The absence in the Afikveða of anything that would point towards initiation 

Goes not make us particularly confident towards the possibility of oral 

traditions about this theme in the Saga; yet I would not altogether rule it 

out, because it seems to te an integral part of the life of most Viking 

heroes, But the storges still reveal a fairly good general knowledge of 

what happened during these initiations, which knowledge will nave come’ to 

the author threugk the medium of oral tradition. 

But the place where the initiation episodes stand is absurd. In iife 

initiations are a preparation of the young boy which will enable nim to 

partake in the life of the warrior bond and gain nis share of the gicry. 

Therefore, they usually take place in the beginning of the story. Yet here 

we get two initations taxing place in the middle of the story and in the 

middle of Odd's life, ang they come after kis conversion. This sequence is 

probably significant. 

It seems as if the person(s) who made this ur, wanted to assure the „public 

that Odd's baptizement and subsequent bathing in the river Jordan would 

sufficiently strengthen him so that he could stand up against the snares 

of heathendom. Perhaps these events were regarded as part of the initiations 

themselves, 

in the older version the arrangement of the scenes is as follows: First
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comes the conversion episode and the Journey to the Holy Land, then some 
structurally unimportant fighting scenes, and after that the neeting with 
the old man Jólfr, which prepares him to go to the court of the king of 
Húnaland and undergo the initiatory ordeals there, — 
In the younger version the conversion and journey episodes are immediately 
followed by the episode in which Oddr is captured by a giant and becomes 
successively the nurseling and lover of his daughter. A comparison with 
Saxo's Hadingus story and other heroic tales will learn us that this is 
probably part of the initiation, Immediately after he has been set free, 
he meste Odin who calls himself Rauðgrani this time, and who gives him 
two foster-brothers. After this we get Ogd's first meeting with the 
devilish Qgmundr Eyþjófsbani. The JElfr -episode ís here wedged ín between 
the first and the second fight with Qgmundr. 

The idea behind these arrangements must have been that Oddr, strengthened 
by his Christian conversion, ran no risk in receiving a typical Viking 
education, but was rather ennobled by it. To us this is singularly uneon= 

vincing. That Oddr is a not particularly bright and noble hero, is not 

only a result ot the general artistic unsatisfactoriness of the saga, which 

seldom reaches above the lekel of a merely moderately amusing string of 

Viking adventures, but is also due to the fact that to us Viking life 

does no longer have the valuea that it still retained for a Scandinavian 

audience until some centuries after. 

It is very difficult to give an answer to the intriguing question whether 

or not Odin still retains his old identity as an initiation god, or 

whether we should see him merely as a magivian. In any case, he still has 

hia old reputation of cumningness and unscrupulous methods (17): 

Raudgrani var ok horfinn, svá at þeir Oddr ok Sírnir vissu aldri, hvat af 

honum varð .e. var þá enn sem optar, at hay 2 hafði sik sjaldan í mann- 

hettu en var hinn harðasti í ollum tillogum... Ekki sáu þeir fóstbreðr 
Raudgrana síðan, svá at getit sé, þykkir monnum sem Ódinn muni þat verit 
hafa reyndar. 

But in the Jólfr story the task that Oddr sets himself is that of destroying 

the enemies in the heathen temples of which they are the wardens, and he 

accompanies his task with a whole string of strophes ig which he declares 

himaelf-to be the sworn enemy of Freyr and Odin (18). . 

At the end of an initiation story there is often a monater to be slain and 

a princess. to be married. One could quote many examples here, but two 

should be sufficient. In the Hrólfs Saga kraka, Bodvar-Bjarki fights a 

monster of rather vague description; Saxo deacribes it as a bear (19). 

Afterwards the king gives him a near female relative for a wife. 

After Hadingus has been initiated by Cdin, on which occasion he geta a
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foster-brother, he meets a giant. After he has Kílieð him, he is married to 

the princess whom he has saved (20). 

Also Cddr has monsters tc fight in these episcdes, ard in the Jólfr tale 

there is a princess to be married, Silkisif, Here it is the king of 

Bjálkaland with kis family whe prove themselves to be real monsters in the 

performance of a whole iot of black magic. in the Sauigrani story we meet 

the really extraordinary Ogmundr Eyþjófsbani, who cannot ketually ve slain 

as he is immortal. 

There is one cther point that should te paid attention te. In many cf these 

monster slaying stories there are two related monsters, a male and a 

female (21}, The Hadingus story belongs to them. As I have explained 

before (22), the female is mostly te be interpreted as a goddess of death, 

who must receive a sacrifice in order to be placated for the ‘loss of her 

relative, the male monster. Ás a matter of fact, she wants to have the : 

hero himself to lay her hands upon, but be can often be redeemed by a sub- 

stitute, his twin-brother sr blood-brother. Im the Hadingus story the 

mysterious woman from the underworld appears rignt after the wedding anc - 

she takes the hero with her. Apparently he aprears again th the iand of the 

living, but it is not clear hew he manages to do sc. Something essential 

must have been lost at this point. I take it that he has been set free by 

his blood-trother Liserus, who nað been given to him cy udin, and that 

Liserus had to give up his own life in stead of that of Hadingus. 

in the Qrvar-Jdds Sagathere are female monsters in both initiatery epi- 

sodes. In the Jýlfr tale we meet Gyðja, wife to Aifr bjalki, the king of 

Bjáikaland: together they are a very nice set of monsters. And the mother 

of the monster in the Raudgrani tale is a female finngáikn, whatever the 

precise hature of that kind of monster may be. We will see how precisely 

Gddr will cepe with his tasks. 

In my preceding investigation I have occtipied myself with the nature of 

sacral kingship, because, in my opinion, stories like these are really 

about the initiatuon of a king. Nov much can be said about this difficult 

question here, only that the future xing must prove himself #0 be a 

monster slayer, so that he can defend his people ~ in the cotext anually 

his warriors - from everything trat is a threat and a danger to their 

life. and also ýrvar-Oddr is a kind of king, be it oniy a Viking leader 

or so-called Sea-king. 

We shall tackle the older initiation story first. It has some points of 

resemblence with the initiation stories in the Hrólfs Saga kraka 23). 

But another connection will be of greater importance. ‘his one has al- 

ready been recognized by Friedrich Panzer (24), whe has poimteð out that
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the story in which Oddr goes about in unseemly clothes, has - amongst other 

tales - the sams structure as a certain type of folktale, the so-called 

"Goldener" type (25). Here we find a young prince, who is brought up by a 

mysterious "wild man" in the woods. Afterwards he goea around all covered 

up by rags or the hide of a wild animal, until, after the performance of 

various brave deeds, he is recognized as the hero he is, At the end he 

marries the king's daughter. 

The connection between myths and heroic stories on the one side and folk- 

tales on the other side will always remain a problen, and nowadays nobody 

will agree with Panzer that heroic stories are patched together out of 

folktales. Yet a comparison of the two genres will yield remarkable results. 

In some cases an identical structure will be found. It is got possible to 

pursue the problem further here. We will rather refer to a book of Han de 

Vries on the subject (26), who has treated it along lines that could still 

ve of worth for future investigations. 

In the beginning of the episode Oddr meets the old men d61fr, who for the 

occasion has also ‘got an old wife in his hut. Apart from this, the meeting 

somewhat resembles an episode in the Hrélfs Saga kraka (27): there the king 

meets the old man Hrani in his hut, who makes him and his men go through 

very serious ordéals. Here it seems as if only Odd's liberality is tested, 

after which Jélfr gives him a set of stone arrows. Boer will be right in 

assuming that Odin is proving his superiority here by giving Oddr the arrows 

that will’ prove to be superior to those that Ketill, Odd's grandfather, got 

from Gusi, the Finnakonungr. With them Oddr will slay the monsters (28). It 

seems-as if Oddr will get off very lightly. But the meeting with Odin proves 

to be only the beginning of his initiatory period. Also Hróifr had to go 

through much more serious ordeals at the Swedish court of king Adils 

afterwards. 

The scene at the court of king Herraudr of Húnaland is not as grim, though, 

as that at the Swedish court. It is more like the Danish court where Bodvarr 

and his companion Hottr had to earn themselves a place in the hirð. However, 

what both heroes and Oddr have to go through, is still quite a disagreeable 

experience. The main testors of Oddr are two of the king's kappar, Sigurd: 

and Sjólfr, whereas he is sponsored by two other retainers. Oddr proves 

himself to be of both corporeal and spiritual superiority in overcoming them 

in hanting and swimming, and last but certainly not least in a glorious 

pout of drinking and flyting at the same time. These scenes are amongst the 

most vivid in the saga. 
oo 

All this time he has xepb himself covered completely with a wide rain-coat 

according to the old version. In the younger version he uses birch-rind, for 

which reason he calls himself Næframaðr. His name is Vidfgrull in the old: -
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version (30). In the younger version he discloses himself oy degrees; after 
his second feat he admits that his name is Oddr but will not say anthing 

else, The second dásclosure comes as a climax after the drinking and flyting 

scene (31): 

Benn svarar: "ek heiti Cddr, sem ek sagdayér fyrr, ok em ek sonr Gríms 
Joðinkinna nordan ör Hrafnistu." "Ertu sá Odér, er fór til Bjarmalands 
fyrir longu?" "Sá er inn sami, er þar hefir komi," 

There is one other curious quotation to be made. Here the story comes very 

near the Goldener type. in the same way as the young prince, Cddr too is 

recognized py his true beauty beneath his ugly clothes. In no other place 

of the saga are we told now Cddr locks, because nowhere else that point is 

of any importance (32): 

Eptir þat kastaði Gdér af sér koflinur; var hann undir í sxarlazkyrtli 

bladbGnum, ok Xnýtt gullkladi um enni sér, Gigran gullhring á hendi sér, 

hárit silkibleikt ok fell alt met lokkum, ok var madrinn ‘inn gldurmann- 

ligsti. 

What is said here about the auality of Odd's hair, is the most remarkable 

thing of all. It reminds us of the prince in the folktale who also had 

long golden hair to hide, This has been explained by Höfler as referring 

to the habit of some warriors and kings to dye their hair (or to wear it 

long) as a token of religious deðicaticn. In Scandinavia the god to whom 

they dedicated themselves, was Odin, the god of the war-bonds, 

Also in Cdd's case there is a princess to te won, Silkisif, the daughter of 

king Herrauér. Because the girl's foster-father promotes the match, the 

king does not lock at it with unkind eyes. There is one condition, though: 

he must travel to BjAlxaland and collect the taxes there for the king, 

which are long overdue. That country is reigned by xing Alfr bjalxi, who 7 

has got a wife called Gyðja, and a son Vidgripr. Together the three of them 

are the worst magicians imaginable and a set of very nice, barely ratio~ 

nalzied monsters. 

By her name this woman is revealed for what she is: a priestess, vrcbably 

a priestess of Frey. In fighting against her and her people Cddr must ful- 

fill his duties as a champion of Christianity, and at this roint all the 

values of the old story are reversed. Of course modern readers do not think 

the transformation very convincing and that mainly for the reason that they 

cannot see the old mentor at the beginning of the episode as an angel of 

light or obher kind of messenger of the Christian god. Odin he is and Odin 

he must remain. 

The fight with the enemies is told with no inconsiderable differences 

between the two versions, but for the present purposes this is of ro 

importance. It will be sufficient to relate the end of Odd's exepdition.
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In the old version Alfr bjalki is the last enemy still alive, in the younger 
version it is his wife Gyðja. In both cases there is a flyting in verse 
form. The younger version is here to be preferred in my opinion, not only 
because Gydja is the most fit representative of heathendom, but also because 
there are some other monster killing stories, in which we find a flyting 
between the female monster and the companion of the hero (e.g. the Song of 
Helgi Hjorvardsson (34)). Here, there is no companion, so if there is any 
flyting to be done, Oddr must do it himself. At last he is able to prove 
himself to be the true champion of Christianity (35); 

"Efldo mik orvar ok Jólfa amíþe, 
stórggr skeyte ok stinnr boge, 

ok þat et fimta, es (þú) fregna skalt,“ 

at (ek) við 6so aldre þýddomk. 

Lét ek Freyssea fyrstan ok Oben 

blinda b&pa á bál fara; 

urbo (=) aser undan at flýja, 

hvars í flokke fundezk hofpom." 

In the old version he says against Alfr: 

Hirbak eige þót heiter þú, 

fárgjarnt hofoþi Freys reiþe mér} 

skoloþ ér eige skratta blóta, 

troll eige bik} tréek gobe einom,! 

There is one other point that deserves attention. King Herraudr gives n 

skjaldmer to Cddr to be his helper during the expedition. But Oddr is not- 

grateflul for the gift, because he is not used to receiving help from women. 

Soon he gets rid of her by throwing her into a morass, ostensibly because 

she is not able to jump over it (37). This is not precisely showing conside- 

ration towards women as he had promised to do together with hia friend 

Hjálmarr,. but I take it that this could be the consequence of his being a 

Christian. Many of the Odin-heroes had the help of a valkfrja, and, of 

course, a skjaldmar is the human counterpart of a valkýrja. , so she could 

be a typical symbol of heathendom. 

After his victory he returns to Húnaland in order to give up the money and 

to collect his reward; the hand of princess Silkisif. He also becomes a 

king, as the old king has comfortably died in the meantime. He lives very 

long and happily until the fated hour at which he returns to the island of 

his youth, there to die the death the Volva_ had foretold him. 

Still more curious is the Raudgrani story in the younger version containing 

Odadds prolonged struggle with Qgmundr Epþjófsbani. This Qgmundr had already 

been introduced at a relatively early point in the saga in both versions ~
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(38), during one of ddd's pretty ordinary Viking adventures, although it 
appears from the way Qgmundr is descrived there, that he is more a monster 
or a troll than an ordinary human beigg. There ís one extraordinary thing, 
though, Oddr cannot vanquish him but neither can there be any question 
about friendship between them as in the case of the meeting with Hjálmarr. 

This episode must have given the first inspiration for the atory. The 
Hadingus tale of Saxo can serve as a useful frame of reference. I do not 
think, though, that one of them is dependant upon the other, as Paul Herr- 
mann already thought (39). There are some notable differences between the 
two stories and the resemblances could well be the result of the common 
pattern underlying them both, 

Like Hadingus Oddr spends a certain time with the giants; he also has a 
giantess as foster-mother, who afterwards becomes his beloved. This is not 

enough to decide on a relationship. There are many heroes who have spent 

their youth with the giants (40). The one thing unusual in the case of 

Cddr is that this should happen in the middie of kis life. It is of course 

aiso illogical that he should be fondled like a baby, but this finds its 

explanation in the story: the young giantess is amazed at his small size: 

he is even smaller than her brother who had only teen bern yesterday. 

In my article on Hadingus i have explained that people mst have felt a 

need to find some cause for the extraordinary strength of the heroes which 

Placed them somehow outside the scope of everyday society. Jheir having 

been with the giants may nave been felt to be such a reason. On two points 

Gdár differs from Hadingua: unlike Saxo's hero he gets a son by the gianteas, 

who will afterwards be his companion, and unlike Hadingus he leaves the 

giants in a peacefui way: the giantess' father helps hin to get away, 

after Oddr has done him a good service and even gives him a rich recom- 

pense. 

But like Hadingus Oddr meets Odin immediately after having left the giants. 

This must again be an integral part of the initiatiogstorys, in fact its 

most important part, and therefore dces not previde ary proof for vor- 

rowing. The sense of the sequence of events ir both stcries seems to be 

the following: the giants may give an enormous strength to a man, which 

will be a great belp tc him in his career, but he needs the discipline of 

Odin, in order to become a Viking and a Viking kin. Ketill hong and Grímr 

lodinkinna also tad dealings with the giants, but they never met Odin, 

and they never tecame Vixings! 

For the rest Raudgrani behaves as an ordinary human being. His gift to 

Oddr consists of providing him with two foster-brethren , Gardarr and 

Sirnirr. Odin had given to Hedingus one foster-brother, Liserus, who had 

to be his heip in his life's greatest adventure, the killing of the giant. oddr
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will have two fights with his enemy, and it will be seen that he needs 
one foster-brother in every encounter. 

At this point I must sey something about the extraordinary monster that he 
is to meet, and which has more thah dust a little tinge of the devil. It is 
Qgmundr Eyþjófsbani, whom he has met before. Then also he was a terrible 
being, but what Raudgrani has to tell about him, completely dehumanizes 
him (41): the Eyjólfr whom he had killed, was his foster-brother, which 
made him into the worst conceivable nidingr. But worse than this, his very 
existence had been planned by the inhabitante of Bjarmaland in order to 
revenge on Oddr the damage wrought on them during his raid, that was related 
in the beginning of the Saga. With this object in mind, his father, the 

king of the Bjarmians, had lain with a giantess (gýgi) of the worst kind. 
Afterwards she became a finngálkn, and she will assist her son in his 

fight, until she is killed by Cddr. 

Here again we find the motif of the two related monsters, but they have 

unusual parte to play. The male monster has become immortal, unlike any 

other monster destined to meet a hero, The female is usually a goddess of 

death and therefore immortal herself, but she has now become an "ordinary" 

monster. She can even be killed, whereas her male relative cannot. By this 

rearrangement ýgmundr has taken on the traits of the immortal Christian 

devil, the eternal enemy of mankigd. Oddr can never vanquish him completely, 

but can still do considerable damage to him, and in making the monster 

afraid of him he achieves the highest possible honour imaginable for a 

human being. 

And Oddr hangs on as relentlessly on to him as afterwards captain Ahab hung 

on to the white whale Hoby Dick. But the price he has to pay is a high 

one, Before he meets the finngálim, she kills his foster-brother Gardarr, 

and therefore we can think that also here a foster-brother has to make a 

sacrifice to the goddess of death. During the fight with Qgmundr Odd's son 

by the giantess is killed. A long tige afterwards the enemies meet again. 

This time Qgmundr, who calls himself Kvillanus now, appears on the stage 

with a mask on. The reason for this is that Oddr had torn away his face 

- quite enough to kill an ordinary monster (42). The second fight ensuing 

craves a second sacrifice, and therefore Odd's other foster-Brother 

Sirnirr has to die. 

It seems as if Odin had foreseen all this and proyided himwith two | 

foster-brethren precisely in order to enable him to survive from this * 

terrible enemy, a half-heathen, half-christian monster, that was Ssigren- 

ligr, þvíat hann mátti eigi sidr kallez andi en maðr. And yet Oddr has 
defeated himself to a certain extent, as the monster: itself admits. Qgmundr 

is glad to be able to leave him forever.
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Cdd's success is partly due to his foster-bretkren, partly to his being a 

Christian. This raises him to an unusual level. That modern readers cannnt 

really believe in Odd's greatness, is due to the general unsatísfactori- 

ness of the story. This ís a pity, for if it had been handled by a gocd 

story-teller, maybe the transformation would have been more complete. 

That would have given quite a startling effect. 

Riti Kroesen Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, 
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